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Abstract

Purpose

First, to evaluate inter-rater reliability when human raters estimate the reading performance

of visually impaired individuals using the MNREAD acuity chart. Second, to evaluate the

agreement between computer-based scoring algorithms and compare them with human

rating.

Methods

Reading performance was measured for 101 individuals with low vision, using the Portu-

guese version of the MNREAD test. Seven raters estimated the maximum reading speed

(MRS) and critical print size (CPS) of each individual MNREAD curve. MRS and CPS were

also calculated automatically for each curve using two different algorithms: the original stan-

dard deviation method (SDev) and a non-linear mixed effects (NLME) modeling. Intra-class

correlation coefficients (ICC) were used to estimate absolute agreement between raters

and/or algorithms.

Results

Absolute agreement between raters was ‘excellent’ for MRS (ICC = 0.97; 95%CI [0.96,

0.98]) and ‘moderate’ to ‘good’ for CPS (ICC = 0.77; 95%CI [0.69, 0.83]). For CPS, inter-

rater reliability was poorer among less experienced raters (ICC = 0.70; 95%CI [0.57, 0.80])

when compared to experienced ones (ICC = 0.82; 95%CI [0.76, 0.88]). Absolute agreement

between the two algorithms was ‘excellent’ for MRS (ICC = 0.96; 95%CI [0.91, 0.98]). For

CPS, the best possible agreement was found for CPS defined as the print size sustaining

80% of MRS (ICC = 0.77; 95%CI [0.68, 0.84]). Absolute agreement between raters and

automated methods was ‘excellent’ for MRS (ICC = 0.96; 95% CI [0.88, 0.98] for SDev; ICC

= 0.97; 95% CI [0.95, 0.98] for NLME). For CPS, absolute agreement between raters and
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SDev ranged from ‘poor’ to ‘good’ (ICC = 0.66; 95% CI [0.3, 0.80]), while agreement

between raters and NLME was ‘good’ (ICC = 0.83; 95% CI [0.76, 0.88]).

Conclusion

For MRS, inter-rater reliability is excellent, even considering the possibility of noisy and/or

incomplete data collected in low-vision individuals. For CPS, inter-rater reliability is lower.

This may be problematic, for instance in the context of multisite investigations or follow-up

examinations. The NLME method showed better agreement with the raters than the SDev

method for both reading parameters. Setting up consensual guidelines to deal with ambigu-

ous curves may help improve reliability. While the exact definition of CPS should be chosen

on a case-by-case basis depending on the clinician or researcher’s motivations, evidence

suggests that estimating CPS as the smallest print size sustaining about 80% of MRS would

increase inter-rater reliability.

Introduction

Reading difficulty is a major concern for patients referred to low-vision centers [1]. Therefore,

most Quality-of-Life questionnaires assessing the severity of disability caused by vision loss

contain one or more items on subjective reading difficulty [2–5]. However, substantial discrep-

ancy has been observed between self-reported reading difficulty and measured reading speed

[6]. For this reason, reading performance should be evaluated objectively to serve as a reliable

outcome measure in clinical trials, multisite investigations or longitudinal studies. To assess,

for instance, the success of vision rehabilitation, surgical procedures or ophthalmic treatments,

measures of reading ability should be obtained using standardized tests with demonstrated

high repeatability.

Among the standardized tests available, the MNREAD acuity chart can be used to evaluate

reading performance for people with normal or low vision in clinical and research environ-

ments [7]. The MNREAD test measures four parameters that characterize how reading perfor-

mance changes when print size decreases: the maximum reading speed (MRS), the critical

print size (CPS), the reading acuity (RA) and the reading accessibility index (ACC) [8]. The

reading acuity and reading accessibility index are clearly defined by the number of reading

errors made at small print sizes and the reading speeds for a range of larger sizes. In the origi-

nal MNREAD manual provided with the chart, MRS and CPS are defined as follows: “The crit-

ical print size is the smallest print size at which patients can read with their maximum reading

speed. [. . .] Typically, reading time remains fairly constant for large print sizes. But as the acu-

ity limit is approached there comes a print size where reading starts to slow down. This is the

critical print size. The maximum reading speed with print larger than the critical print size is

the maximum reading speed (MRS).” In short, values for MRS and CPS depend on the loca-

tion of the flexion point in the curve of reading speed versus print size (Fig 1).

In normally sighted individuals, for whom the MNREAD curve usually exhibits a standard

shape (Fig 1A), the above definitions may be sufficient to extract MRS and CPS confidently by

inspecting the curve. However, they can be difficult to determine for readers with visual

impairment who experience visual field defects (e.g. ring scotoma; Fig 1B) or use multiple fixa-

tion loci (i.e. Preferred Retinal Locations; Fig 1C) [9]. In such cases, variable visual function

may lead to noisy and/or incomplete reading data (Fig 1D) and be inconsistent with the
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assumption that people will read at a fairly constant speed until font size compromises their

ability to identify words. Because of atypical curves (Fig 1B–1D), subjective decisions (e.g.

ignoring outliers) must be made by the individual analysing the data (referred to as the “rater”

in the present work, as opposed to the “experimenter” who recorded the data). For this reason,

MRS and CPS estimates may be considered highly sensitive to inter-rater variability.

In an attempt to reduce variability and unify the process of curve information extraction,

alternative scoring methods have been proposed. According to these “simpler” scoring rules,

MRS equals either the single largest reading speed [10] or the mean of the three largest reading

speeds [11]. Nonetheless, a criterion must be chosen for the CPS (smallest print size support-

ing reading speed at either: 90% of MRS, 85%, 80%, etc.) but there is no general agreement on

the appropriate criterion to use. Overall, open discussions on how to score MNREAD parame-

ters optimally still persist in the literature [12] and the choice of scoring method constitutes an

additional factor contributing to inter-rater variability. Another approach to reduce variability

is to fit the MNREAD curve and estimate its parameters using automated algorithms [13]. In

the present work, we will focus on two of these methods. The first one has been described by

the MNREAD inventors [14,15] and is used in the MNREAD iPad app [16]; we will refer to it

Fig 1. MNREAD curve examples.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216775.g001
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as the standard deviation method (SDev). The second method relies on smooth curve-fit using

non-linear mixed effects (NLME) modeling [17]; we will refer to it as the NLME method.

In this study we have investigated the reliability of CPS and MRS estimates for MNREAD

data curves obtained from participants with visual impairment. First, we evaluated the inter-

rater reliability among raters (Analysis 1). Second, we evaluate agreement between the NLME

and SDev algorithms (Analysis 2). Third, we evaluated agreement between raters and the two

algorithms (Analysis 3).

Methods

Data source

Data from participants with visual impairment were obtained from a larger dataset, that

included more than 500 participants recruited from 4 hospitals, originally collected to study

the prevalence and costs of visual impairment in Portugal (PCVIP-study) [18–20]. In the origi-

nal study, participants were recruited if their medical records indicated at least one of the

inclusion criteria: 1) visual acuity in the better seeing eye less than 0.5 decimal (i.e. 6/12; 20/40;

0.3 logMAR); 2) visual field less than 20 degrees. In the present work, we included data col-

lected in only two sites because reading was always tested in the same room. Luminance in

each room was respectively 682±7 lux and 455±10 lux, measured at 1m above the floor and

away from a direct effect of a ceiling light. Reading curves were obtained binocularly with par-

ticipants’ “presenting reading glasses”. Reading data was excluded from analysis when the

number of data-points corresponded to less than five sentences on the MNREAD test. We

ended with a dataset of 101 reading curves. The study protocol was reviewed by the ethics

committee for Life Sciences and Health of the University of Minho (REF: SECVS-084/2013)

and was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written

informed consent was obtained from all participants. The study was registered with the Portu-

guese data protection authority with the reference 9936/2013 and received approval number

5982/2014.

MNREAD data

Reading performance was measured for each participant using the Portuguese version of the

MNREAD acuity chart [21]. Reading distance was adjusted for each participant, to either 20 or

40 cm, according to his/her near visual acuity. Participants were asked to read the chart aloud

as fast and accurately as possible, one sentence at a time, starting from the largest print size.

For each sentence, reading time and number of misread words were recorded and reported on

a score sheet by the experimenter. Data were then transferred into a digital file and further pro-

cessed in R [22]. For each individual test, a corresponding MNREAD curve was plotted using

the mnreadR package [23] to display log reading speed as a function of print size (see S1

Appendix for all 101 curves). Because the shape of the curve can influence visual estimation of

the reading parameters, reading speed was plotted using a logarithmic scale so that reading

speed variability (which is proportional to the overall measure of reading speed) was constant

at all speeds [14].

Raters’ visual scoring

Seven raters were recruited to estimate the MRS and CPS of each individual MNREAD curve.

Since inter-rater reliability may be influenced by raters’ prior experience with the MNREAD

chart, we included raters with different levels of expertise in MNREAD parameters estimation.

Each rater gave a self-rated score of expertise (on a 5-point scale, from 0 = ‘no previous
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experience’ to 4 = ‘top expertise’), both before and after rating all the MNREAD curves, to

account for the amount of practice gained during the study. Each rater was provided with S1

Appendix, containing the 101 MNREAD curves to score. Raters were instructed to follow the

standard guidelines provided with the MNREAD chart instructions (see Introduction). How-

ever, coming from patients with impaired vision, many of the curves had noisy or incomplete

data, which potentially made it difficult to estimate the MRS and CPS. In such cases, we pro-

vided more detailed instructions to the raters. These detailed instructions are available in S2

Appendix.

Algorithms’ automated scoring

MRS and CPS were also calculated automatically for each 101 datasets using two algorithm-

based estimations: the ‘standard deviation’ method and NLME modeling. The standard devia-

tion method (SDev) uses the original algorithm described in the literature to estimate the

MNREAD parameters [14,15]. This algorithm iterates over the data searching for an optimal

reading speed plateau, from which MRS and CPS will be derived. To be considered optimal, a

plateau must encompass a range of print sizes that supports reading speed at a significantly

faster rate (1.96 × standard deviation) than the print sizes smaller or larger than the plateau

range (Fig 2). MRS is estimated as the mean reading speed for print sizes included in the pla-

teau and CPS is defined as the smallest print size on the plateau. In most cases, several print-

size ranges can qualify as an optimal plateau and the algorithm chooses the one with the fastest

average reading speed. In the present work, the standard deviation method estimation was per-

formed using the curveParam_RT () function from the mnreadR R package.

The NLME modeling method is particularly suited for incomplete datasets from individuals

with reading or visual impairment as it uses parameter estimates from a larger group (101

datasets here) to allow suitable curve fits for individual datasets that contain few data points

[17]. In the present work, we used an NLME model with a negative exponential decay func-

tion, as described in detail by Cheung et al. (2008) [17]. In this approach, a single estimate of

MRS can yield several measures of CPS depending on the definition chosen (e.g. print size

required to achieve 90% of MRS, 80% of MRS, etc.). Therefore, five values of CPS were esti-

mated, i.e. 95%, 90%, 85%, 80% and 75% of MRS. NLME modeling and parameters estimation

were performed using the nlmeModel () and nlmeParam () functions from mnreadR. The

resulting curve fits are available in S3 Appendix.

Statistical analysis

Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was used in all the 3 analysis to assess absolute agree-

ment between raters and/or algorithms [24]. The ICC reliability index (ranging from 0 to 1; 1

meaning perfect agreement) is widely used in the literature in test-retest, intra-rater, and inter-

rater reliability analyses [25]. In this study ICC values estimate the variation between two or

more methods (whether raters or algorithms) in scoring the same data by computing the abso-

lute agreement between them. For each analysis, the appropriate ICC form (dependent on

research design and assumptions) was chosen by selecting the correct combination of

“model”, “type” and “definition”, as detailed in Table 1 [26]. ICC values were calculated using

SPSS statistical package (IBM-SPSS, v24, Chicago, Illinois) and limits of agreement were visu-

alized with Bland–Altman plots. Following guidelines from Koo & Li, 2016 [25], ICC values

and their 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were interpreted as showing: “poor agreement” if

less than 0.5; “moderate agreement” if comprised between 0.5 and 0.75; “good agreement” if

comprised between 0.75 and 0.9 and “excellent agreement” if greater than 0.9.

Inter-rater reliability of the MNREAD acuity chart
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Results

Analysis 1: Agreement between raters (221 words)

For MRS ICC value was 0.97 (95% CI [0.96, 0.98]), indicating excellent agreement between rat-

ers (Fig 3). The ICC value for CPS was 0.77 (95% CI [0.69, 0.83]), suggesting ‘moderate’ to

Fig 2. Example of the standard deviation algorithm calculation on a typical MNREAD curve. On iteration 1 (dark blue), the algorithm selects the

first two sentences as plateau 1 (x-axis: 1.3 and 1.2 logMAR) and calculates a selection criterion for this plateau. Criterion plateau 1 = mean (reading

speed plateau 1)– 1.96 x standard deviation (reading speed plateau 1) = 60.5–1.96 × 2.1 = 56.3 wpm. The point adjacent to plateau 1 (x-axis: 1.1 logMAR)

was read at 60 wpm, which is faster than criterion plateau 1, indicating that this point belongs to the optimal plateau. A second iteration is then launched

(light blue) with plateau 2 now encompassing the first three sentences and a new criterion calculation. Criterion plateau 2 = 60.3–1.96 × 1.5 = 57.3 wpm.

Among the points adjacent to plateau 2, there is still a value higher than this criterion (y-axis: 59 wpm at x-axis: 0.9 logMAR), so the algorithm

continues to iterate one sentence at a time, including reading speeds at 1.0 logMAR in plateau 3 and at 0.9 logMAR in plateau 4. The calculations stop

with plateau 4, for which selection criterion is higher than any remaining points (criterion plateau 4 = 44.7 wpm). MRS is estimated as 57.2 wpm and a

corresponding CPS of 0.9 logMAR.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216775.g002

Table 1. Details of the ICC form chosen for analyses 1, 2 and 3.

Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) form

Model Type Definition

Analysis 1—Agreement among the 7

raters

2-way random effects—Both raters & curves are considered as
selected randomly from a larger population

Single rater—Each rater is compared
against all others

Absolute

agreement

Analysis 2—Agreement between the 2

automated algorithms

2-way mixed-effects—Raters are fixed & curves are considered as
selected randomly from a larger population

Single measurement Absolute

agreement

Analysis 3—Agreement between raters

and automated algorithms

2-way mixed effects Mean of 7 raters Absolute

agreement

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216775.t001
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‘good’ agreement between raters. We hypothesized that the weaker agreement for CPS could

be attributed to the difference in raters’ expertise level. These scores, both before and after eval-

uating the 101 MNREAD curves, are reported in Table 2. Prior to rating, one rater had no pre-

vious experience in rating MNREAD curves (TQ), three raters considered themselves

intermediate raters (LM, AM and KB), two raters scored themselves as advanced raters (SM

and YH) and one rater reported to be an expert rater (AC). Among the less experienced raters

(score 0–2), CPS estimation reliability was only ‘moderate’ to ‘good’ (ICC = 0.70; 95% CI [0.57,

0.80]). Among the most experienced raters (score 3–4), it was good (ICC = 0.82; 95% CI [0.76,

0.88]).

Analysis 2: Agreement between automated algorithms (245 words)

For MRS, the ICC value of absolute agreement between SDev and NLME methods was 0.96

(95% CI [0.91, 0.98]), showing excellent agreement. Contrary to the SDdev method, for which

a single MNREAD test yields only one estimate for MRS and one estimate for CPS, the NLME

method can generate several measures of CPS depending on the reading-speed criterion cho-

sen to define the CPS (e.g. print size required to achieve 90% of MRS, 80% of MRS, etc.).

Therefore, for each of the 101 MNREAD curves, we estimated five values of CPS with NLME

(corresponding to: 95%, 90%, 85%, 80% and 75% of MRS) and measured agreement between

SDev and NLME for each of them. The results are reported in Table 3. The strongest agree-

ment between the two automated methods was obtained for the 80% criterion, and was ‘mod-

erate’ to ‘good’, with an ICC value of 0.77 (95% CI [0.68, 0.84]). In addition, limits of

agreement between the two algorithms were estimated using Bland–Altman plots for both

MRS and CPS (Fig 4). For MRS, the average difference (i.e. bias) between the SDev method

and the NLME model was −5.8 wpm (i.e. 4.5%), with 95% limits of agreement of ranging from

Fig 3. Box and whisker plots of estimated MRS (left) and CPS (right), grouped by raters and sorted in ascending order of expertise level (from 0 to 4). Boxes represent

the 25th to 75th percentiles and whiskers range from min to max values. Medians (lines) and means (red cross) are also represented.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216775.g003

Table 2. Self-reported score of expertise for our 7 raters.

Raters TQ LM AM KB SM YH AC

Self-reported score of expertise Prior rating 0 2 2 2 3 3 4

After rating 1 3 3 2 3 3 4

Score of expertise in extracting MNREAD parameters before and after rating 101 curves (0 –no prior experience, 1 –novice, 2 –intermediate, 3 –Advance, 4 –Expert).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216775.t002
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-26 to 14 wpm. A post-hoc paired sample t-test revealed that this difference was significant (t

(7) = -2.5, p = 0.04, 95% CI [-44.4, -1.1]). For CPS (defined as 80% of MRS, which showed the

best agreement between methods), bias was 0.031 logMAR with 95% limits of agreement rang-

ing from -0.34 to 0.40 logMAR (1 step unit being 0.1 logMAR). A post-hoc paired sample t-
test revealed that this difference was not significant (t(7) = -0.9, p = 0.4, 95% CI [-0.5, 0.2]).

Analysis 3: Agreement between raters and automated algorithms (139

words)

For MRS, the absolute agreement between raters (k = 7) and automated algorithms was excel-

lent for both the SDev method (ICC = 0.96; 95% CI [0.88, 0.98] and the NLME method

(ICC = 0.97; 95% CI [0.95, 0.98]). For CPS, the absolute agreement between raters and the

SDev method ranged from ‘poor’ to ‘good’ (ICC = 0.66; 95% CI [0.3, 0.80]), whereas agree-

ment between raters and the NLME method was ‘good’ for CPS defined as 90% of MRS

(ICC = 0.83; 95% CI [0.76, 0.88]). Table 4 summarizes the ICC values for each of the five CPS

definitions. The NLME method showed better agreement with the raters than the SDev

method for both reading parameters. Fig 5 shows the MRS and CPS obtained by the automated

algorithms and the 7 raters.

Discussion

Repeatability of the MNREAD chart measures has been assessed before in low-vision popula-

tions. Overall, studies have reported good intra and inter-session reliability [11,27–29], as well

as good repeatability across multiple testing sites and experimenters [30]. However, to our

knowledge, the variability of the MNREAD estimates scored by different raters and/or meth-

ods has never been evaluated before. This question of inter-rater variability is especially rele-

vant (1) in the context of multisite investigations, in which data may be scored by different

raters with different levels of expertise, (2) when comparing results from different studies per-

formed by different groups, or (3) when looking at follow-up data involving different raters.

With the aim to increase knowledge on inter-rater reliability of reading measures, we have

chosen to study this question using the MNREAD acuity chart in order to remain consistent

with the existing literature, allowing reliable comparisons with previous results of intra and

inter-session reliability. In the present work we investigated i) the agreement between raters

for MNREAD parameters extracted from reading curves (Analysis 1), ii) the agreement

between SDev and NLME automated methods extracting reading parameters from raw data

(Analysis 2) and iii) the agreement between raters and automated methods (Analysis 3).

Our first main result was that inter-rater reliability can be classified as ‘excellent’ for MRS

(ICC of 0.97) and ‘moderate’ to ‘good’ for CPS (ICC of 0.77). Because they are lower than 1,

these agreement indexes reveal the existence of discrepancies when extracting MNREAD

Table 3. Absolute agreement (ICC values and their 95% confidence intervals) between CPS values estimated with

the SDev and the NLME methods for five different definitions of CPS.

ICC value 95% CI Absolute agreement

95% CPS 0.56 [0.10, 0.77] Poor to good

90% CPS 0.70 [0.53, 0.81] Moderate to good

85% CPS 0.76 [0.66, 0.83]

80% CPS 0.77 [0.68, 0.84]

75% CPS 0.76 [0.62, 0.84]

Best agreement is highlighted in grey.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216775.t003
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parameters visually from reading curves. Whilst the variability for MRS can be considered

residual, the CPS estimation may be questionable. On average, the range of difference in CPS

estimates was 0.19 logMAR (i.e. almost 2 lines on a logMAR chart), implying that the variabil-

ity among raters can be considered clinically significant and potentially problematic, for exam-

ple, when CPS is used to prescribe optimal magnifying power. To identify the underlying

factors of the discrepancies observed in CPS rating, we considered whether the data itself

Fig 4. Bland–Altman plots showing agreement between SDev and NLME methods for both MRS (left) and CPS (right). x-axes represent the mean estimate for both

methods; y-axes represent the estimate difference between the two methods (SDev—NLME). In both subplots, the red dashed lines represent the mean difference (i.e.

bias) and the blue dashed lines represent the agreement limits (±1.96 SD). The dotted lines show the 95%CI of the limits; top and right histograms show the data

distribution along the x- and y-axes respectively. Tables summarize the SDev and NLME average values as well as their ICC values of absolute agreement.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216775.g004

Table 4. Absolute agreement (ICC values and their 95% confidence intervals) between CPS values estimated by

the raters and with the NLME method for five different cut-off values of CPS.

ICC value 95% CI Absolute agreement

95% CPS 0.78 [0.61, 0.87] Moderate to good

90% CPS 0.83 [0.76, 0.88] Good

85% CPS 0.79 [0.55, 0.71] Moderate

80% CPS 0.72 [0.18, 0.88] Poor to good

75% CPS 0.66 [0.02, 0.87]

Best agreement is highlighted in grey.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216775.t004
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could be involved, hypothesizing that the modest ICC value that we found (0.77) was largely

due to the presence of highly noisy data. To confirm this hypothesis, we identified extreme

outliers for which CPS values were three times larger than the standard deviation of the mean.

A total of five curves (5%) were identified as extreme outliers (#2, #31, #58, #70 and #89 in S1

Appendix). What these curves have in common is the lack of a clear plateau and/or the lack of

a clear drop point. After removing these five outliers, inter-rater reliability for CPS improved

from ‘moderate to good’ to ‘good’, with an increased ICC value of 0.82 (95%CI [0.76, 0.87]). It

is worth noting that this new measure of agreement (including the ICC value and its 95% CI)

was virtually identical to the agreement measured among experienced raters. Despite modest,

this increase suggests that to improve inter-rater reliability, ambiguous cases of noisy data

should be discussed before final estimates of CPS are reached. Therefore, the advice for our fel-

low clinicians and researchers is to inspect our 5 ambiguous samples and define how to deal

with such cases on an individual basis whilst maintaining consistency in data extraction. The

tips provided in S2 Appendix on how to score ambiguous data can serve as a starting point.

When possible, measurements should be repeated to help with the interpretation of problem-

atic data.

We also found that the inter-rater reliability for CPS was marginally poorer among less

experienced raters (where it was found to be ‘moderate’ to ‘good’) compared to experienced

ones (where it was found to be ‘good’). We speculate that this tendency may be related to both

the lack of experience in administrating and rating the test that would lead more naïve raters

to follow strictly the definitions of CPS and MRS. Taking the example of curve #2 (see S1

Appendix), both raters SM and AC (self-reported expertise scores of 3 and 4) estimated CPS to

be 0.7 logMAR (20/100; 6/30) with MRS = 68 wpm, whilst TQ and KB (self-reported expertise

score of 0 and 2) estimated CPS to be 1.3 logMAR (20/400; 6/120) with MRS = 85 wpm; and

1.1 logMAR (20/250; 6/75) with MRS = 75 wpm, respectively. In this case, the more experi-

enced raters (SM and AC) may have decided to ignore the outlier initial data point, assuming

that this measure resulted from experimental noise.

Our second main result is the ‘excellent’ agreement between the two automated methods

for MRS. It is worth noting that we found a relatively small advantage for NLME (5.8 wpm, i.e.

4.5%). This difference was statistically significant, but may be considered non clinically rele-

vant as it falls within the 8.5 wpm test-retest coefficient of repeatability reported in normal

readers [29]. Regarding CPS estimation, the NLME method provides more flexibility over the

SDev method because it allows us to determine CPS for different levels of MRS. For instance a

higher, more conservative criterion, can be chosen for fluent reading while a lower criterion

Fig 5. Box and whisker plots showing MRS (left panel) and CPS (right panel) obtained with the two algorithms and the mean for all raters. The box represents 25th to

75th percentile with median line, the red + sign represents the mean and the whiskers represent minimum to maximum.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216775.g005
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would be preferred for spot reading. However, there is no rule yet on how to set this criterion

optimally to increase reliability. Our results show that the reading speed cut-off to determine

CPS yielding the best reliability between methods is 80% of the MRS. This result resonates

with conclusions from Cheung et al. 2008, who showed that agreement between NLME

method using a two-limb function and an exponential decay function was greater if CPS was

set at 80% MRS [17]. On the question of test-retest reliability, Patel et al. 2011 also reported

that using a criterion of 80% yield improved repeatability of the CPS (when compared to 90%)

[11]. While an optimal criterion should be chosen on a case-by-case basis depending on the

clinician or researcher’s motivations, the evidence suggests that a criterion close to 80% would

increase both inter-rater and test-retest variability.

Our third result is that raters and automated methods show ‘excellent’ agreement for MRS

values (ICC of 0.96 and 0.97 for the SDev and NLME methods, respectively). The agreement

for CPS was more variable. It was ‘poor’ to ‘moderate’ for the SDev (ICC of 0.66) and ‘good’

for the NLME (ICC of 0.83 with a CPS criterion set to 90% MRS). It is worth noting that ICC

values were almost identical when measuring agreement between raters and agreement

between algorithms for both MRS and CPS. This comparison is important because it indicates

somehow the robustness and efficacy of human visual inspection of MNREAD curves when

compared to automated methods. This observation is especially relevant considering that algo-

rithms present two major drawbacks: (1) they may not be easily accessible in clinical environ-

ments, (2) they may fail to provide satisfactory measures with noisy data points or small and

incomplete datasets, which require human inspection of the curves for validation.

Overall, these results are likely applicable to researchers and clinicians, whether they use

computational methods, or the traditional pen-and-paper scoring technique. Indeed, our find-

ings allow to extend the currently available MNREAD instructions, by focusing on extraction

of test results from atypical curves. First, we point that these atypical reading profiles are

mainly driven by clinical factors such as the presence of a ring scotoma or unpredictable pre-

ferred retinal loci, which is fundamentally relevant for clinical use. Second, the examples and

comments provided in our detailed instructions (S2 Appendix) should support clinicians to

extract meaningful information from these atypical reading profiles and score them optimally.

By extension, this should increase reproducibility and confidence in test results amongst clini-

cians and researchers. Finally, our results are also relevant for clinicians currently using the

hardcopy MNREAD chart and willing to use the MNREAD iPad app, by showing that the

automated scoring provided by the app is consistent with manual scoring, given a routine

visual inspection of the automatically generated curves.

This work presents some limitations. First, despite the relatively large sample of MNREAD

data considered in the present work, it is hard to predict to what extent the different shaped

curves are representative of all possible curves. Second, it is likely that the new instructions

helped to reduce inter-rater variability, but there is no data to support this conclusion. Despite

all raters used the new set of extended instructions the ICC value for CPS was still suboptimal,

suggesting that additional fixes should be considered to help increase reliability. Whenever

possible repeated measures should be performed, using the different tests version available

[16,31]. Repeated measures would make it easier for the rater to determine whether a measure

should be considered as noise or not. Another possibility might be to pool estimates from mul-

tiple raters or in combination with curve fits. Third, the finding that 80% MRS yields the most

reliable CPS using the NLME method is convenient to parameterize the curve in research stud-

ies using curve fitting but is only moderately relevant in the context of low-vision rehabilita-

tion, where the goal is to enlarge text so that it can be read at the reader’s MRS, not at the 80%

of the reader’s MRS.

Inter-rater reliability of the MNREAD acuity chart
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Conclusions

In summary, our study shows that extraction of the maximum reading speed from MNREAD

data is consistent across methods and researchers. It also reveals that for curves obtained from

readers with low vision it is difficult to obtain excellent inter-rater reliability for CPS estimates.

Future studies, such as rehabilitation interventions aiming at improving reading ability in peo-

ple with low vision, can now follow the advice and instructions resulting from our investiga-

tion. Using a standard set of instructions and criteria to analyze reading curves may help

increase the reliability of the results. Additional ways to improve inter-rater reliability should

also be considered, e.g. use the curve fits, collect multiple runs per participant or combine the

estimates of multiple raters.
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(PDF)
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